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The surface length of earthquake fault and the moment magnitude
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We report new formula of relation between moment magnitude (Mw) and surface length of an earthquake fault (L) in estimat-
ing strong ground motion of an active fault.

It is difficult to presume the earthquake source fault to the earthquake of the active fault occurred in the period before the
observation by the seismograph. Then, the surface length of the earthquake fault is the clearest fault parameter for the active
fault in the past. In a case of using the empirical attenuation relation (ex. Si and Midorikawa, 1999) for estimating the strong
ground motion, we need information of the shape of the fault plane and Mw. Here, we determined the new formula of the relation
between Mw and surface fault length from data of Stirlinget al. (2002) compiled to the earthquake data until recent. And also,
we obtained the formula of the relation between the fault area S and Mw.

Data of Stirlinget al.(2002) are composed of 389 earthquakes which contain the earthquakes at the data such as Wells and
Coppersmith(1994) and recent earthquakes. However, data to lack the reliability of pre-instrument(pre-1900) are contained and
some misprints by a basic typing error are seen here and there. Here, after a clear mistake had been corrected, data were selected
by the following process.

(a)Mw and L are described with confidence according to the Stirlinget al.(2002) (242 earthquakes).
(b)Mw is estimated by seismological data (107 earthquakes).
(c)Fault width is described (86 earthquakes).
(d)Mw is almost same degree (within +-0.5) comparing to Ms, MJ , the moment magnitude estimated from surface length or

subsurface length of earthquake fault (73 earthquakes).
(e)Mean value of slip displacement on the faults plane is obtained (52 earthquakes).
It is thought that it improves qualitatively as a data set by excluding the earthquake that reliability is lacked though the number

of data decreases through these processing.
In this study, we adopted the maximum value of surface length (L) and subsurface length (Lsub) (LGTHMX and LGTHMX

subs described in the Stirlinget al. (2002), respectively). Also we adopted the mean value of WMN and WMX in the document
as the fault width (W). Moreover, the fault area (S) is calculated from the mean values of some fault lengths and some fault
widths as well as this document. Concretely, the mean fault width was multiplied the value of large one of each mean value of
the surface length and subsurface length.

Under the processing of (e), dispersion of relation between L and Lsub is small over 20 to 30 km of fault length. It is thought
that the surface length is underestimated in comparison to the subsurface length.

In consideration of the distribution tendency to data and the research in the past, we divided the data set into less than Mw 6.5
and 6.5 and more for regression analysis. Here, we did not see a remarkable difference by the fault type, therefore, the regression
analysis did not adopted the classification of fault type. Results of the regression analysis are followings.

Mw=4.743+1.375logL (1)
Mw=3.560+1.194logS (2)
The formula (1) mostly correspond the relation between Mw and the fault length estimated from fault area assumed as

Wmax=18km in the Recipe of strong ground motions of the Headquarter for Earthquake Research Promotion, in Mw6.5 or
more.


